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Descriptive Inventory

SC 3343     WOOLFOLK, Miriam Lamy, b. 1926

1 folder. 2 items. 1978. Originals.

2008.239.5

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC  WOOLFOLK, Miriam Lamy, b. 1926
3343       1978

"Notes, Sketches of Kentucky’s Covered Bridges”
by Miriam Woolfolk, a booklet compiling data on sixteen
covered bridges in Kentucky accompanied by sketches of
each, and a poem by the author. Includes a brochure,
“Covered Bridges: A Vanishing Species,” offering programs
by the author on covered bridges and other topics.
1 folder. 2 items. Originals.
2008.239.5

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Bridges – Bourbon County
Bridges – Bracken County
Bridges – Fleming County
Bridges – Franklin County
Bridges – Greenup County
Bridges – Lawrence County
Bridges – Mason County
Bridges – Poetry
Bridges – Robertson County
Bridges – Washington County
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